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Dear New Member Coordinator,
This training guidebook has been created for your new position in offering a variety of quality
invitations to youth in our community. Our goal is to leave no stone unturned. Each family
should receive the message that Scouting is alive and well and available in their neighborhood.

Joining a new Scout unit can be a little overwhelming at first. You’re presented with a calendar
full of fun upcoming activities, but all the new people, places and things can seem like a lot to
digest. 

Fortunately, there’s help. It comes in the form of a volunteer whose job is all about making new
members feel right at home. This Training Guidebook is an instruction manual on how to
welcome new families to your unit. We challenge you to use these ideas in your onboarding
efforts, to use your imagination, and to help spread the excitement of the Scout program.
Families join for feeling of community- not the organization alone. Families do best when they
feel comfortable, invited, and know others in the Unit. 

Did you know that 59.3% of all families that joined Scouting received a personal invitation? They
felt welcomed, had a sense of belonging, and were comfortable. National Survey of a few
councils – 20% of families that left Scouting said they didn’t feel welcomed or a part of a family.

This is their first experience with Scouting, so the initial impression is crucial for many parents. If
parents leave with a bad experience, they may never give scouts another chance.

This guide is designed to limit these common pitfalls by providing easy-to-follow steps in
preparation for, conducting, and following up for our Recruitment Events and Planning. This will
make it easier for the unit, district, and council membership teams to accomplish their mission
of ensuring that every youth has an opportunity to enjoy the benefits of Scouting!

We wish you the best,
 Membership Team 

“New Member Coordinators can be a game-changer for membership retention as well as
recruitment,” says Linda Baker, chairwoman of the New Member Coordinator Task Force.

“Having one or more NMCs in a unit can make everything easier and more fun.”

RECRUITING
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The New Member Coordinator works with the Unit Committee to develop and
implement an annual membership plan and is supported by the District Membership
Team. 

They share the benefits of scouting, coordinate unit recruitment, and guide the
joining and welcoming processes. New Member Coordinators are invited to choose
one or more areas of personal focus based on their own interests and the needs of
the unit.

What is your Purpose?



Joining a new Scout unit can be a little overwhelming at first. You are presented with a
calendar full of fun upcoming activities, but all the new people, places, and things can
seem like a lot to digest.

Fortunately, there is help. It comes in the form of a volunteer whose job is all about
making new members feel right at home.
In the Scouting spirit of friendliness and helpfulness, we kindly recommend that every
Scout unit identify one or more volunteers to serve in this vital role.

The M
akings of a N

M
C

Anyone who is enthusiastic about Scouting is friendly and helpful, and who enjoys
meeting people would make a good New Member Coordinator. The NMC does not
need to have a great deal of scouting experience. It’s sometimes an advantage to be
quite new to the program so that the memories of what it’s like to be new are fresh in
the mind.  This could be a perfect fit for a Mom, Dad, Aunt, Uncle, Grandma, Grandpa.

What makes a good NMC?



Be a FUN and engaging position.
Form relationships with new members and their families.
Fit every type of unit, age level, and program.
Be recruited and supported by key unit leadership.
Be provided with training both online and face to face.
Be mentored by the District Membership Chair and become part of the District
Membership team.
Use a team approach by encouraging more than one NMC in a unit, allowing them
to tailor their work to individual interests/expertise, as well as to recognize the
particular needs of the unit.
Be visible and easily identifiable at unit gatherings by their Welcoming smiles and
their BSA “Welcome” logo that they display and wear on an activity shirt, hat or
vest, or in some cases, a pin on a field uniform.

In general, all unit-level New Member Coordinators have the following roles. 

The benefits of having a New Member Coordinator can be substantial!
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The unit-level New Member Coordinator forms a connection with new members and
their families. They are appointed by and report to the Unit Committee Chair. Each
unit should have one or ideally, more than one New Member Coordinator.

What does an NMC do?



N
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C Registration
The easiest time to register someone as a New Member Coordinator is when your
pack, troop, or crew recharters.

The New Member Coordinator, which uses the registration code “NM,” is a member
of the unit committee. 

This role replaced the roles of Parent Coordinator, which is no longer available.

How can someone register for this position?

What are the benefits of an NMC?
The unit should see more youth joining, youth and families staying instead of
dropping out, and a larger pool of engaged adults. Having a New Member
Coordinator team makes it easier and more fun to be part of the unit. The New
Member Coordinator has a vital role in a unit. This is the “Welcoming Committee” of
the Unit, the first person a new family sees when they come to a meeting or
recruitment night. 
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Help youth and adults to greet newcomers warmly and to establish friendly,
enjoyable relationships so that new members form a strong sense of belonging.
Develop a unit welcome packet, electronically and/or in print, to answer frequently
asked questions and to provide resource and contact information.
Ensure that youth and adult applications, transfers, and payments are promptly
submitted to the council service center.
Build fun and excitement about the unit program and encourage youth and their
families to take pride in Scouting accomplishments.
Promote feedback and sharing of ideas through customer satisfaction surveys and
other means.

1) Welcoming process for families



Develop and share your own Scouting story, showing the impact of   Scouting on
your family.
Identify and access research data and local examples confirming the fun and
value of Scouting to youth, families, and the community.
Promote Scouting benefits through social media and other avenues of
communication.
Showcase Scouting through engagement in local community events and service.

2) Share the benefits of Scouting

The Three Action Elements: 2nd  A
ction Elem

ent - Benefits



Assist unit recruitment efforts such as joining events, informational presentations,
and peer-to-peer initiatives.
Appeal to potential youth members and their families through well-designed and
widely distributed invitations shared through electronic media, handouts, and
personal contacts.
Ensure that the unit’s BeAScout pin is up-to-date, and that prompt follow-through
takes place.
Collaborate with local school representatives and community leaders particularly
in the chartered organization, to foster the promotion of Scouting opportunities.

3) Assist in Unit Recruitment

The Three Action Elements:
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In most cases, New Member Coordinators do not wear the Scout field uniform
(Known as the “Class A”). In an effort to make new Scouting families feel as
comfortable as possible, New Member Coordinators dress like new members — not
like longtime Scouting veterans. It makes sense.

But that doesn’t mean the New Member Coordinator should attend meetings
incognito.

The National Scout Shop offers an array of New Member Coordinator gear, including
neckerchiefs, pins, hats, polos and T-shirts.

What does a New Member Coordinator wear?

https://www.scoutshop.org/catalogsearch/result/?q=%E2%80%9Cnew+member+coordinator%E2%80%9D


Facebook
Post frequently and year-round. People want to see what you're doing:
Scouts and families having fun.
Geofence your events.

You can do it for as little as $1 a day.
Geofence around the areas where families are like parks, baseball fields,
or wherever parents are just waiting around.

Post on school or community groups like "Class of 20xx Parents, "Community
of xxxx."

NextDoor
Advertise specific events and use engaging subject lines. 

Include what is happening and where. Include a link to your Facebook
page.

Make sure your links begin with https:// like https://trcscouting.org.
Keep your post short. Get to the point or call to action quickly.
Attach pictures. It is better to show your members having fun. 

Facebook Ads / Google Pin Ads.
Twitter / Instagram
School Website, eNewsletter etc
Posters (at least two at each school) 
Update your Unit’s www.BeaScout.org pin.
Flyers - two rounds, 1st week & day of Sign-up Night.
Stickers (with Scout Talks) 
Yard Signs
Open House / Back to School / Meet the Teacher School Marque / Road Banners.
School Announcements & Cafeteria Banners, Local Newspapers.
Sidewalk Chalk Fence Banner.
Peer to Peer “Buddy Cards”
Uniform or Scout t-shirt Day 
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Promotional Ideas



Pack Information Flyer (created in advance) which includes: 
Date, time, and location of the Joining Night Meeting.

Unit’s basic information: Chartered Org / Unit meeting dates / Key contact
information.
Provide information about the Unit’s Program Calendar with pictures.
Provide information on how the Unit funds itself. (popcorn, camp-cards,
Wreaths, etc)
Key points:

Put some time and energy into your Unit’s information flyer. Make it look
fun and exciting with lots of good information.
Bring a few things to showcase the Unit’s activities and fun stuff such as
Poster-board, photographs, etc.
You’ll only need 1 to 3 volunteers to run each Sign-up Night which will allow
you to hold one at each elementary school. 

Designed for today’s busy parents, a Sign-up Night is held at all schools the unit
recruits from.   Families walk in, sign-up for information, and are invited to attend
the unit’s orientation meeting held later. 

1.
a.

2.

3.
4.

5.
a.

b.

c.

School Connections
School Importance

Your Unit is part of the fiber of the school, community, and its families. Being
present at School Nights,  and community events is an important way to raise
exposure to your program.
Have a table/booth at these events with flyers, interest sign-in sheets, a way for
families to sign up online, and other visuals/activities for families to get involved.

Hold Sign-up Night(s) 
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Hold your Joining Night Meeting
The NMC is to help assist in one of the most important aspects of unit building –
onboarding new families into Scouting. This simple ‘Welcome’ will set first
impressions of the unit, parent involvement expectations, what the program will do
for their youth over time, and forge the enthusiasm that will carry through their
Scouting lifetime. Share your story – Why is your family in scouting?

Highlight the brand and flavor of your unit. Think about what sets it apart from
others. This is most important for Troops as families may be visiting multiple units.
Types of outings, meeting days, program structure, how often and when they meet
are all factors that shape how a new family determines whether to join or not.

Follow the TRC Playbook on our website for the suggested Joining Night setup.



Parent O
reientation 

Parent Orientation Program
Greeters meet families as they arrive and direct them to the appropriate location.
Begin Parent Presentation (see Unit Presentation to Parent PowerPoint / it can be
read, instead of shown)

Welcome them to the Unit / What is Scouting / This is what we will do this year
Share info on Fishing Derby’s, Rocket Day / Camping Opportunities
Share Unit Organization / Uniforms / Parent Involvement & Adult Training
Share other Important Unit Information
Share the Unit’s funding plan (popcorn, camp-cards) / FOS

Recruit Vacancies in unit leadership & provide new adults with BSA applications.
Answer questions and close the meeting

1.
2.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.
4.



Units with an excellent track record of recruiting and retaining members have one
thing in common – they are prepared to receive youth into their program. Together
we can inspire youth and their parents to take advantage of all Scouting can offer. 

One of the best ways of executing these methods of recruitment, recruit one of your
parents to be the unit’s New Member Coordinator (You can have multiple)! 

Ensure that New Family Folders can communicate with the makeup of the unit. If
many parents are Spanish or another second language speaker, consider having    
 bi-lingual materials

Health forms A and B
Unit Welcome Letter
Unit Meeting times and days
Parent Guide
Unit Annual Calendar
Contact list
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Common Recruitment Tricks

Folder  Contents

Upcoming Event flyers 
Youth Application for a friend
Adult Applications  
Training Flyer
Family Talent Survey
Social Media Info
YPT Instructions
Bobcat Workbook (Cubs)

Optional Contents



Personally reach out and invite them to the next event, ask them open-ended
questions about their experience with the unit.
Continue emailing them unit events for the next few months.
If they are not interested – find out why. Feedback is important to make changes.

A week after the recruitment event or two weeks after a new family joins; the NMC
needs to check in. Many families drop off at this point because of unanswered
questions, program kinks, or general concerns that could have been alleviated had
the unit been made aware.

A simple phone call or a quick chat at the next meeting works well. Be mindful of
surrounding people. There may be some discretion needed if there is a concern or
question.

For families that have not signed up yet:

O
nline A

pplication &
 Follow
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BeAScout & Online Application Manager
The online registration system is designed to make it easy for families to join
Scouting. Using BeAScout.org, prospective families can search and find a unit nearby,
request more information from unit leadership, or apply to the unit of their choice.
Find more in the resource section. 

Follow Up
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Focusing on New Family Start and Follow-up is a priority. 
Coordinate with the Unit Leaders and determine when their meetings will be
taking place.
Email an introduction to any new Leaders.
If you are creating a new patrol/den, work with your Unit Leaders to formulate a
few meetings to get the ball rolling so newly joined scouts can start participating
right away.
Don’t let families wait to start the fun! Scouts need to start within a week of
joining. Unit meetings are okay, a unit event/outing is better, but a patrol/den
meeting is the best.
Follow up with the Unit Leader to make sure the families have received the
information and if they were able to participate.



The SSC M
ethod

Start, Stop, Continue (SSC)
The online registration system is designed to make it easy for families to join
Scouting. Using BeAScout.org, prospective families can search and find a unit nearby,
request more information from unit leadership, or apply to the unit of their choice.
Find more in the resource section.

Working with your Unit’s Membership Team and Key Leadership perform a “Start,
Stop, Continue” directly after each recruitment season. Feedback is imperative for
future success. Don’t take any criticism personally!

Everyone wants success for the unit. Be sure to keep track of the notes for future
membership chairs. No one wants to reinvent the wheel.

Start – The hindsight ideas that would have made the recruitment run even smoother

Stop – Practices that did not go so well or did not add any value to the effort.

Continue – Highlight what went well and why.



As an ambassador for a unit, you showcase the fun and
excitement Scouting brings to youth and their families. This may
open a door into a world that some may never have considered.

As part of the Unit Committee and District Membership Team,
know that you will be fully supported in order to make your
membership efforts a success. Having a basic plan, a welcoming
personality, and good communication are all that are needed to
make a great NMC!

Thank you for your service as a volunteer.

WRAPPING UP!
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Recruitment TRC Online Manager NMC Information

BEASCOUT TRC Google Drive Geofencing BSA Membership Hub

BSA Brand Center

TRC Fees Membership Contact

Social Media

Promotion Videos

Rotary Scout ReservationCamp Wakpominee Recruitment Blog

Social Media 101
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Are you looking for a way to retain new members and get
something out of it as a bonus?

This Program is for you!
 

Units that have not had a New Member Coordinator in the past will be given a
hat/shirt/patch and material supplied to them. 
A New Member Coordinator Guidebook full of resources and material will be printed
and given to the Unit.
The New Member Coordinator will be given information on the TRC Membership
Incentive Award.

Send one Adult to the Membership Summit or a Membership Training.
Send an Adult to at least two Council Roundtables during the year.
Schedule one Joining Night/Activity.
Contact New Leads within 14 days. (Online Manager)
Youth Online Applications are accepted in no more than 7 days. (Online Manager)
75% of all positions such as Scoutmaster, Cubmaster, Den Leader, Assistant
Scoutmaster are trained.

What is a New Member Coordinator?

Incentive ProgramIncentive Program

The unit-level New Member Coordinator forms a connection with
new members and their families. This is a vital role in a unit; acting

as the “Welcoming Committee” of the Unit. The New Member
Coordinator is the first person a new family sees when they come to

a meeting or recruitment night.

What happens if you add this position to your Unit?

Reward: Council Sponsors an Ice Cream/Pizza Party 
Requires 5 checked off 

* = Required

Please contact the Membership Team at the Council Office for more information.
Membership Associate

Quintin Ciccolella (518) 869-6436  x131
Quintin.Ciccolella@scouting.org

*   Have a New Member Coordinator


